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Abstract

Few-shot NER needs to effectively capture in-
formation from limited instances and transfer
useful knowledge from external resources. In
this paper, we propose a self-describing mech-
anism for few-shot NER, which can effectively
leverage illustrative instances and precisely
transfer knowledge from external resources by
describing both entity types and mentions us-
ing a universal concept set. Specifically, we
design Self-describing Networks (SDNet), a
Seq2Seq generation model which can univer-
sally describe mentions using concepts, au-
tomatically map novel entity types to con-
cepts, and adaptively recognize entities on-
demand. We pre-train SDNet with large-scale
corpus, and conduct experiments on 8 bench-
marks from different domains. Experiments
show that SDNet achieves competitive perfor-
mances on all benchmarks and achieves the
new state-of-the-art on 6 benchmarks, which
demonstrates its effectiveness and robustness.

1 Introduction

Few-shot named entity recognition (FS-NER) aims
to identify entity mentions corresponding to new
entity types (i.e., novel types) with only a few il-
lustrative examples. FS-NER is a promising tech-
nique for open-domain NER which contains var-
ious unforeseen types and very limited examples
and therefore has attached great attention in recent
years (Huang et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2021).

The main challenge of FS-NER is how to ac-
curately model the semantics of unforeseen entity
types using only a few illustrative examples. To
achieve this, FS-NER needs to effectively capture
information in few-shot examples, meanwhile ex-
ploiting and transferring useful knowledge from
external resources. Unfortunately, information en-
tailed in illustrative examples is very limited, i.e.,
the limited information challenge. And external
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Figure 1: Examples of concept description. Wikipedia,
OntoNotes, WNUT17 can transfer knowledge to each
other by describing mentions and types using a univer-
sal concept set.

knowledge usually doesn’t directly match with the
new task because it may contain irrelevant, hetero-
geneous, or even conflicting knowledge (Beryozkin
et al., 2019; Yu and Yang, 2020) – which we re-
fer as knowledge mismatch challenge. For exam-
ple, the schemas in Wikipedia, OntoNotes (Ralph
et al., 2013) and WNUT17 (Derczynski et al., 2017)
are conflicting, where “America” is geographic
entity in Wikipedia, GPE in OntoNotes, and
location in WNUT17. Such a knowledge mis-
match problem makes it unsuitable to directly
transfer external knowledge to downstream tasks.
Consequently, how to sufficiently leverage limited
few-shot examples and precisely transfer external
knowledge are the critical challenges for FS-NER.

To this end, this paper proposes a self-describing
mechanism for FS-NER. The main idea behind self-
describing mechanism is that all entity types can
be described using the same set of concepts, and
the mapping between types and concepts can be
universally modeled and learned. In this way, the
knowledge mismatch challenge can be resolved by
uniformly describing different entity types using
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the same concept set. For example, in Figure 1 the
types in different schemas are mapped to the same
concept set {park, garden, country, ...}, therefore
the knowledge in different sources can be univer-
sally described and transferred. Furthermore, be-
cause the concept mapping is universal, the few
examples are only used to construct the mapping
between novel types and concepts, the limited in-
formation problem can be effectively addressed.

Based on the above idea, we propose Self-
describing Networks – SDNet, a Seq2Seq genera-
tion network which can universally describe men-
tions using concepts, automatically map novel en-
tity types to concepts, and adaptively recognize
entities on-demand. Specifically, to capture the
semantics of a mention, SDNet generates a set of
universal concepts as its description. For exam-
ple, generate {capital, city} for “Dr. Kohl came to
[Beijing], ...”. To map entity types to concepts, SD-
Net generates and fuses the concept description of
the mentions with the same entity type. For exam-
ple, map GPE to {country, capital, city} using its
mentions “Beijing” and “America”. To recognize
entity, SDNet directly generates all entities in a sen-
tence via a concept-enriched prefix prompt, which
contains the target entity types and their concept
descriptions. For example, recognizing entity in
“France is beautiful.” by generating“France is GPE”
using prefix prompt “[EG] GPE: {country, capital,
city}”. Because the concept set is universal, we pre-
train SDNet on large-scale, easily accessible web
resources. Concretely, we collect a pre-training
dataset which contains 56M sentences with more
than 31K concepts by leveraging the links from
Wikipedia anchor words to the Wikidata items.

By projecting both mentions and entity types to a
universal concept space, SDNet can effectively en-
rich entity types to resolve the limited information
problem, universally represent different schemas to
resolve the knowledge mismatch problem, and can
be effectively pre-trained in a unified way. More-
over, all the above tasks are modeled in a single
generation model by using prefix prompt mecha-
nism to distinguish different tasks, which makes
the model controllable, universal and can be con-
tinuously trained.

We conduct experiments on 8 few-shot NER
benchmarks with different domains. Experiments
show that SDNet leads to very competitive perfor-
mance and achieves the new state-of-the-art on 6

of these benchmarks.1

Generally speaking, the contributions of this pa-
per are:

• We propose a self-describing mechanism for
FS-NER, which can effectively resolve the lim-
ited information challenge and the knowledge
mismatch challenge by describing both entity
types and mentions using a universal concept
set.
• We propose Self-describing Networks – SDNet,

a Seq2Seq generation network which can uni-
versally describe mentions using concepts, au-
tomatically map novel entity types to concepts,
and adaptively recognize entities on-demand.
• We pre-train SDNet on the large-scale open

dataset, which provides a universal knowledge
for few-shot NER and can benefit many future
NER studies.

2 Related Work

To deal with the limited information challenge, cur-
rent FS-NER studies mostly focus on leveraging
external knowledge, many knowledge resources are
used: 1) PLMs. Early FS-NER studies (Tong et al.,
2021; Wang et al., 2021) mainly use PLMs for bet-
ter encoding. And prompt-based NER formulation
is proposed to exploit the PLMs’ knowledge more
effectively (Xin et al., 2018; Obeidat et al., 2019;
Dai et al., 2021; Ding et al., 2021; Yan et al., 2021a;
Liu et al., 2021; Cui et al., 2021; Ma et al., 2021;
Lee et al., 2021). 2) Existing annotation datasets.
These studies (Fritzler et al., 2019; Hou et al., 2020;
Yang and Katiyar, 2020; Li et al., 2020a,b; Tong
et al., 2021; Das et al., 2021) focus on reusing an-
notations in existing datasets, and the annotations
can be used to pre-train NER models. 3) Distantly
annotated datasets. Some works (Mengge et al.,
2020; Huang et al., 2020; Jiang et al., 2021) try to
automatically construct NER datasets via distant su-
pervision, but which often suffer from the partially-
labeled (Yang et al., 2018; Nooralahzadeh et al.,
2019; Peng et al., 2019) and noise label (Shang
et al., 2018; Peng et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2021b,a)
problem.

To deal with the knowledge mismatch problem,
Kim et al. (2015); Reed et al. (2016); Qiao et al.
(2016); Xian et al. (2019); Hou et al. (2020) em-
ploy label project methods which project labels

1Our source codes are openly available at https://
github.com/chen700564/sdnet
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in different schemas. Rei and Søgaard (2018);
Li et al. (2020c); Wang et al. (2021); Aly et al.
(2021) enrich the semantics of labels using man-
ually label descriptions. Beryozkin et al. (2019);
Yu and Yang (2020) merge the labels in different
schemas into the same taxonomy for knowledge
sharing. And Jiang et al. (2021) relabels the exter-
nal noisy datasets using current labels. Compared
with these methods, we resolve the knowledge mis-
match problem by mapping all entity types to a
universal concept set, and the concept mapping and
target entities are automatically generated using a
self-describing networks.

3 Self-describing Networks for FS-NER

In this section, we describe how to build few-shot
entity recognizers and recognize entities using Self-
describing networks. Figure 3 (b) shows the en-
tire procedure. Specifically, SDNet is a Seq2Seq
network which performs two generation tasks suc-
cessively 1) Mention describing, which generates
the concept descriptions of mentions; 2) Entity
generation, which adaptively generates entity men-
tions corresponding to desirable novel type one by
one. Using SDNet, NER can be directly performed
through the entity generation process by putting
type descriptions into its prompt. Given a novel
type, its type description is built through mention
describing upon its illustrative instances. In the
following, we will first introduce SDNet, then de-
scribe how to construct type descriptions and build
few-shot entity recognizers.

3.1 Self-describing Networks

SDNet is a Seq2Seq network that can perform two
generation tasks: mention describing and entity
generation. Mention describing is to generate the
concept descriptions of mentions and entity gener-
ation is to adaptively generate entity mentions. To
guide the above two processes, SDNet uses differ-
ent task prompts P and generates different outputs
Y . Figure 2 shows their examples. For mention
describing, the prompt contains a task descriptor
[MD], and the target entity mentions. For entity
recognition, the prompt contains a task descriptor
[EG], and a list of target novel types and their
corresponding descriptions. Taking prompt P and
sentence X as input, SDNet will generate a se-
quence Y which contains the mention describing
or entity generation results. The above two pro-
cesses can be viewed as symmetrical processes:

 

{[MD] Harry Potter; J.K. Rowling;} 
Harry Potter is written by J.K. Rowling.

Harry Potter is 
novel series, … . J.K. 
Rowling is writer,….

{[EG] creative_work:{book, …}; 
location: {city, …}; …} Harry 
Potter is written by J.K. Rowling.

Harry Potter is
creative work.

Figure 2: Examples of input and output of mention de-
scribing and entity generation.

one is to capture concept semantics of given enti-
ties, the other is to identify entities containing the
specific concepts.

Specifically, SDNet first concatenates prompt P
and sentence X into a sequence I = P ⊕X and
then fed I into an encoder to obtain the hidden
state representationH:

H = Encoder(I).

ThenH will be fed into a decoder, and the decoder
will sequentially generate a sequence Y . At time
step t, the probability pt of generating tokens in
vocabulary is calculated by:

pt = Decoder(H,Y<t).

We use the greedy decoding here and therefore
the word in the target vocabulary with maximum
value in pt is generated until [EOS] is generated.

By modeling different tasks in a single model,
the generation is controllable, learning is uniform,
and the model can be continuously trained.

We can see that, few-shot entity recognition can
be effectively performed using the above two gen-
eration processes. For entity recognition, we can
put the descriptions of target entity types into the
prompt, then entities will be adaptively generated
through the entity generation process. To construct
the entity recognizer of a novel type, we only need
its type description, which can be effectively built
by summarizing the concept descriptions of their
illustrative instances.

3.2 Entity Recognition via Entity Generation
In SDNet, entity recognition is performed by the
entity generation with the given entity genera-
tion prompt PEG and sentence X . Specifically,
PEG starts with a task descriptor [EG], and the
descriptor is followed by a list of target types
and their corresponding descriptions, i.e., PEG =
{[EG]t1 : {l11, . . . , l

m1
1 }; t2 : {l12, . . . , l

m2
2 }; . . .},
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GPE: country, sovereign state, …
person: politician, person,…

organization: enterprise, …

(a) Pre-training stage

(b) Fine-tuning/Decoding stage
Mention Describing

Type concept description

Fine-tuning/Decoding

�����

Steve Jobs was[MD]{ … } …

Mention Describing task  ([MD]) 

Steve

…Steve Jobs is person , human

Entity Generation task ([EG])

�����

Steve Jobs was[EG]{ … } …person

…Steve Jobs is person . San

�����

…

…Iran is GPE .

Iran ’s

……

Steve Jobs was born in San Francisco, California, …
Steve Jobs became CEO of Apple in 1997, …

Wikipedia corpus

Wikidata labels
Steve Jobs: person, human, entrepreneur, …

San Francisco: city, big city, …
……

[EG]{ GPE …

�����

…

…Iran is country ,

Iran ’s[MD]{ Iran …

A few illustrative examples

……
Iran ' s President Rafsanjani offered …

person
Iran
GPE

Rafsanjani

Figure 3: Overview of the process of SDNet. The upper part is the pre-training stage, and the lower part is the
fine-tuning/decoding stage. In pre-training stage, the external data is used to jointly train mention describing and
entity generation tasks. In fine-tuning/decoding stage, SDNet first conducts mention describing to summarize type
concept descriptions, and then conducts entity generation based on the generated descriptions.

where lji is the j-th concept of i-th type ti. Prompt
PEG and sentence X will be fed to SDNet as Sec-
tion 3.1 described. Then, SDNet will generate text
Y in the format as “e1 is ty1 ; . . . ; en is tyn .”, where
tyi is the type of i-th entity ei. Based on the gen-
erated text Y , the recognized entities are obtained,
i.e, {<e1, ty1> ... <en, tyn>}.

We can see that, in SDNet, the entity generation
process can be controlled on-the-fly using different
prompts. For example, given a sentence “Harry
Potter is written by J.K. Rowling.”, if we want
to identify entity of person type , put {[EG]
person: {actor, writer}} to PEG, SDNet will
generate “J.K. Rowling is person”, while if we
want to identify entity of creative_work type,
put {[EG] creative_work: {book, music}} to
PEG, SDNet will generate “Harry Potter is cre-
ative_work”.

3.3 Type Description Construction via
Mention Describing

SDNet is controlled on-the-fly to generate differ-
ent types of entities by introducing different corre-
sponding type descriptions to PEG. For example,
the description {actor, doctor, ...} for and the de-
scription is {city, state, ...} for location.

To build the type description for novel types
with several illustrative examples, SDNet first ob-
tains the concept description of each mention in
illustrative examples via mention describing. Then
the type description of each type is constructed by
summarizing all the concept descriptions of its il-
lustrative examples. In the following, we describe

them in detail.

Mention Describing. In SDNet, mention de-
scribing is a generation process, whose input is
mention describing prompt PMD and an illustrative
instance X . Specifically, given an illustrative exam-
ple X which contains entity mentions {e1, e2, . . .}
of novel types, PMD starts with a task descrip-
tor [MD], and the descriptor is followed by target
entity mentions. i.e., PMD = {[MD]e1; e2; . . .}.
Prompt PMD and sentence X will be fed to SDNet
as Section 3.1 described. And then SDNet will
generate the text Y in the format as “e1 is l11, . . . ,
ln1
1 ; e2 is l12, . . . , ln2

2 ; . . . ”, where lji is the j-th con-
cept for the i-th entity mention. The concept set
{l1i , l2i , . . . , l

ni
i } will be considered as the semantic

concepts reflected by entity mention ei.

Type Description Construction. SDNet then
summarizes the generated concepts to describe the
precise semantics of specific novel types. Specif-
ically, all concept descriptions of mentions with
the same type t will be fused to C and regarded
as the description of type t. And the type descrip-
tions M = {(t, C)} are constructed. Then the
constructed type descriptions are incorporated to
PEG to guide entity generation.

Filtering Strategy. Because of the diversified
downstream novel types, SDNet may not have suffi-
cient knowledge for describing some of these types,
and therefore forcing SDNet to describe them can
result in the inaccurate descriptions. To resolve
this problem, we introduce a filtering strategy to
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make SDNet able to reject generating unreliable
descriptions. Specifically, SDNet is trained to gen-
erate other as the concept description for those
uncertain instances. Given a novel type and a few
illustrative instances, we will count the frequency
of other in the concept descriptions from these
instances. If the frequency of generating other
on illustrative instances is greater than 0.5, we will
remove the type description, and directly use the
type name as PEG. We will describe how SDNet
learns the filtering strategy in Section 4.1.

4 Learning

In this section, we first describe how to pre-train
SDNet using large-scale external data, so that the
common NER ability can be captured through the
mention describing ability and the entity generation
ability. Then we describe how to quickly adapt and
transfer NER knowledge via fine-tuning. Figure 3
shows the two processes and we describe them as
follows.

4.1 SDNet Pre-training

In SDNet, the NER ability consists of mention de-
scribing ability and entity generation ability, which
can be effectively pre-trained by constructing cor-
responding datasets. This paper constructs datasets
and pre-trains SDNet using the easily available and
large-scale Wikipedia and Wikidata data.

Entity Mention Collection. For SDNet pre-
training, we need to collect <e, T,X> triples,
where e is entity mention, T is entity types and X
is sentence, such as <J.K. Rowling; person, writer,
...; J.K. Rowling writes ...>. To this end, we use the
20210401 version of Wikipedia and Wikidata dump
and collect triples by aligning facts in Wikidata and
documents in Wikipedia and process as follows. 1)
Firstly, we construct an entity type dictionary from
Wikidata. We regard each item in Wikidata as an
entity and use the “instance of”, “subclass of” and
“occupation” property values as its corresponding
entity types. To learn general NER knowledge, we
use all entity types except whose instances are <
5. For the types whose names are longer than 3
tokens, we use their head words as the final type
for simplicity, e.g., “state award of the Republic
of Moldova” is converted to “state award”. In this
way, we obtain a collection T of 31K types which
can serve as a solid foundation for universal NER.
2) Secondly, we collect the mentions of each entity

using its anchor texts in Wikipedia and the top 3 fre-
quent noun phrase occurrences of its entry page (Li
et al., 2010). Then for each mention, we identify
its entity types by linking it to its Wikidata item’s
types. If its Wikidata item doesn’t have a type,
we assign its type as other. For each Wikipedia
page, we split the text to sentences2 and filter out
sentences that have no entities. Finally, we con-
struct a training dataset containing 56M instances.

Type Description Building. To pre-train SD-
Net, we need the concept descriptions MP =
{(ti, Ci)}, where ti ∈ T, Ci is the related con-
cepts of type ti. This paper uses the collected en-
tity types above as concepts, and builds the type
description as follows. Given an entity type, we
collect all its co-occurring entity types as its de-
scribing concepts. For example, Person can
be described as {businessman, CEO, musician,
musician...} by collecting the types of “Steve
Jobs”: {person, businessman, CEO} and
“Beethoven”: {person, musician, pianist}.
In this way, for each entity type we have a describ-
ing concept set. Because some entity types have
a very large describing concept set, we randomly
sample no more than N (10 in this paper) concepts
during pre-training for efficiency.

Pre-training via Mention Describing and En-
tity Generation. Given a sentence X with its
mention-type tuples {(ei, Ti)|ei ∈ E, Ti ⊂ T},
where Ti = {t1i , ..., t

ni
i } is the set of types of i-

th entity mention ei, t
j
i is the j-th type of the ei,

E = {e1, e2, ...} is the set of entity mentions con-
tained in X . Then we construct type descriptions,
and transform these triples to pre-training instances.
Specifically, for mention describing, some target
entity mentions E

′
are sampled from E to put into

prompt PMD. Then SDNet will take PMD and X
to generate the corresponding types of sampled
mentions E

′
as described in Section 3.3. For entity

generation, positive type Tp and negative type Tn

are sampled to construct the target-sampled type
set T

′
= Tp ∪ Tn, where Tp ⊂ T1 ∪ Ti... ∪ Tk,

Tn ⊂ T \ {T1 ∪ Ti... ∪ Tk}. Next, the type set T
′

and their sampled concept description will be put
into prompt PEG. Then SDNet will take prompt
PEG and sentence X to generate the sequence as
described in Section 3.2.

For each instance, SDNet generates two kinds of
sequences: Ỹp

m for mention describing, and Ỹp
e for

2nltk.tokenize.punkt
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CoNLL WNUT Res Movie1 Movie2 Re3d I2B2 Onto AVE

Baselines

RoBERTa (Huang et al., 2020) 53.5 25.7 48.7 51.3 / / 36.0 57.7 /
RoBERTa-DS (Huang et al., 2020)* 61.4 34.2 49.1 53.1 / / 38.5 68.8 /
Proto (Huang et al., 2020) 58.4 29.5 44.1 38.0 / / 32.0 53.3 /
Proto-DS (Huang et al., 2020)* 60.9 35.9 48.4 43.8 / / 36.6 57.0 /
spanNER (Wang et al., 2021) 71.1 25.8 49.1 / 65.4 / / 67.3 /
spanNER-DS (Wang et al., 2021)* 75.6 38.5 51.2 / 67.8 / / 71.6 /

Baselines
[in-house]

Bert-base 58.6 23.2 47.6 52.4 66.3 57.0 47.6 61.1 51.7
T5-base 60.0 36.6 59.4 57.9 69.9 57.1 39.9 62.0 55.3
T5-base-prompt 55.4 34.2 58.4 58.7 67.1 60.7 61.8 59.8 57.0
T5-base-DS 68.2 34.9 59.7 58.4 70.8 56.0 34.1 58.8 55.1

Ours SDNet 71.4 44.1 60.7 61.3 72.6 65.4 64.3 71.0 63.8

Table 1: Micro-F1 scores on 8 datasets in 5-shot setting. * means these approaches use external distant supervision
datasets to pre-train model different from SDNet. AVE are the average scores of these datasets.

entity generation. We use cross-entropy (CE) loss
to train SDNet:

Lp = CE(Ỹp
m,Yp

m) + CE(Ỹp
e ,Yp

e ) (1)

Note that when constructing the target genera-
tion sequence Yp

e , the order of mentions depends
on the order they appear in the original text.

4.2 Entity Recognition Fine-tuning
As described above, SDNet can directly recognize
entities using manually designed type descriptions.
But SDNet can also automatically build type de-
scriptions using illustrative instances and be further
improved by fine-tuning. Specifically, given an-
notated <e, T,X> instances, we first construct the
descriptions of different types, next build an entity
generation prompt PEG, then generate sequence

Ỹf
n . We fine-tune SDNet by optimizing:

Lf = CE(Ỹf
n ,Yf

n) (2)

We can see that, by fine-tuning SDNet, the entity
generation process can better capture the associa-
tions between mentions and entity types.

5 Experiments

5.1 Settings
Datasets. Following previous studies, we use
8 benchmarks from different domains: 1)
CoNLL2003 (Sang and Meulder, 2003) ; 2)
WNUT17 (Derczynski et al., 2017); 3) Re3d (Sci-
ence and Laborator, 2017); 4) MIT corpus (Liu
et al., 2013a,b) includes three datasets: Res,
Movie1(trivial10k13 version) and Movie2; 5) I2B2
(Stubbs and Uzuner, 2015); 6) OntoNotes5 (Ralph
et al., 2013). Appendix shows detailed statistics of
these datasets.

Evaluation. We conduct main experiments on 5-
shot setting as previous work (Huang et al., 2020;
Wang et al., 2021), and also ranging the shot size
from 5 to 100, as well as full shot for further analy-
sis. For k-shot setting, we sample k instances for
each entity type from training set as support set
to fine-tune models. Specifically, all pre-trained
models are trained 300k steps, all datasets are fine-
trained 50 epochs and more hyperparameters are
shown in Appendix. The performance is evaluated
by micro-F1 on test set, and a predicted entity is
correct if its entity type and offsets both match the
golden entity. To obtain the offset of each mention,
we extract entity mentions and their types from the
generated sentence, and locate them in the original
sentence. And if they are repeated, we match them
in order, that is, the i-th same mention in the gen-
erated sentence will be matched to the i-th same
utterances in the original sentence. We run 10 times
for each dataset and report the average F1 score as
Huang et al. (2020) and Wang et al. (2021) did.

Baselines. We compare with following baselines:
To evaluate the effect of pre-training for few-
shot NER, we compare with baselines without
NER-specific pre-training: 1) BERT-base, a tra-
ditional sequential BIO-based NER tagger (Wang
et al., 2021) using pre-trained bert-base-uncased
model. 2) T5-base, a generation-based NER
baseline which uses the same generation format
as SDNet but only using original t5-base model
for generation. 3) T5-base-prompt, the prompt-
extended version of T5-base which use entity types
as prompt. To compare the effect of different
knowledge transfer ways, we construct a distant
supervision based baseline: 4) T5-base-DS, we fur-
ther pre-train T5-base using the dataset collected
in Section 4.1 as distantly supervised dataset. We
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WNUT Re3d Res Movie1

P R F P R F P R F P R F
SDNet 54.78 37.08 44.06 63.67 67.22 65.39 63.99 57.88 60.74 63.54 59.30 61.33

w/o desp 48.78 39.51 43.54 62.15 65.87 63.95 62.60 57.44 59.88 62.93 59.61 61.22
w/o joint 50.68 37.46 42.96 62.99 65.01 63.97 63.15 57.23 60.01 62.71 58.64 60.60
w/o filter 53.57 35.01 42.23 63.49 66.63 65.00 63.31 57.40 60.17 62.99 59.07 60.96

Table 2: Ablation experiments. SDNet is the full model, SDNet w/o filter is the same model fine-tuned without
filtering strategy, SDNet w/o desp is the same model pre-trained and fine-tuned without description, and SDNet
w/o joint is two models trained to perform mention description and entity generation separately.

also compare with several recent few-shot NER
methods: 5) RoBERTa-based few-shot classifier
RoBERTa and its distantly-supervised pre-trained
version RoBERTa-DS (Huang et al., 2020). 6) Pro-
totypical network based RoBERTa model Proto
and its distantly supervised pre-training version
Proto-DS (Huang et al., 2020). 7) MRC model
SpanNER which needs to design the description
for each label and its distantly supervised pre-
training version SpanNER-DS (Wang et al., 2021).
Notice that these methods mostly only focus on
task-specific entity types, by contrast, this paper
focuses on building a general few-shot NER model
which can recognize entities universally.

5.2 Main Results

Table 1 shows the performances of SDNet and all
baselines on 8 datasets. We can see that:

1) By universally modeling and pre-training
NER knowledge in a generation architecture,
the self-describing network can effectively han-
dle few-shot NER. Compared with previous base-
lines, SDNet achieves competitive performance on
all 8 datasets (new state-of-the-art on 6 datasets),
and its performance is robust on different datasets.

2) Due to the limited information prob-
lem, transferring external knowledge to few-
shot NER models are critical. Compared with
BERT-base, T5-base, and T5-base-prompt, SD-
Net achieves 24%/16%/11% F1 improvements,
which verified that SDNet provides a universal
knowledge-enhanced foundation for NER and can
adaptively transfer universal knowledge to enhance
novel type recognition.

3) Due to the knowledge mismatch, it is chal-
lenging to transfer external knowledge effec-
tively to novel downstream types. Using the
same external knowledge sources, SDNet can
achieve a 16% F1 improvement than T5-base-DS.
We believe it is due to the noise, partially-labeled
and heterogeneous problems in the external knowl-

edge sources, and SDNet can effectively address
these issues.

5.3 Effects of Shot Size

F1 F1

F1 F1
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41
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Figure 4: Performances of BERT, T5, SDNet with k-
shot samples on WNUT, Re3d, Res, Movie1 dataset.

To verify the performance of SDNet under differ-
ent shot settings, we compare the performance of
BERT, T5, and SDNet with k-shot samples where
k ranges from 5 to 100. From Figure 4 we can
see that 1) SDNet can achieve better performance
under all different shot settings. Furthermore, the
improvements are more significant on low shot set-
tings, which verified the intuitions behind SDNet;
2) Generation-based models usually achieve bet-
ter performance than classifier-based BERT model.
We believe this is because generation-based model
can more efficiently capture the semantics of types
by leveraging the label utterances, and therefore
can achieve much better performance, especially
in low-shot settings. 3) SDNet significantly out-
performs T5 on almost all datasets except Res.
This shows the effectiveness of the proposed self-
describing mechanism. For Res, we find that the
main reason why T5 can achieve close performance
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to SDNet is the huge domain shifting between Res
and Wikipedia. Such domain shifting makes SD-
Net frequently generate other for type descriptions,
and therefore SDNet degrades to T5 in many cases.
However, SDNet can still perform better than T5 on
Res, which verifies the robustness of the proposed
type description and the filtering strategy.

5.4 Ablation Study

To analyze the effectiveness of type description,
multi-task modeling and type description filtering,
we conduct following ablation experiments: 1)
SDNet w/o desp: we directly use entity type as
prompt, without the universal concept description,
e.g. {[EG] person; location; . . . } ; 2) SD-
Net w/o joint: we split SDNet into two individual
generation network, one for mention description,
the other for entity generation, and trained them us-
ing same resources as SDNet; 3) SDNet w/o filter:
we use all the generated concept descriptions with
no filtering strategy. From Table 2 we can see that:

1) Type description is critical for SDNet to
transfer knowledge and capture type semantics.
By removing type description, the F1 of all datasets
will decrease. We believe this is because 1) type
description provides a common base for knowledge
transferring, where all entity types are described us-
ing the same set of concepts; 2) the concept descrip-
tions capture the semantics of entity types more
accurately and precisely, which can better guide
the NER process.

2) Joint learning mention describing and en-
tity generation processes in a unified generation
network is effective to capture type semantics.
Compared with modeling two tasks separately, SD-
Net can achieve better performance. We believe
this is because the two processes are symmetrical,
and they can complement and promote each other.

3) Filtering strategy can effectively alleviate
the transferring of mismatched knowledge. Re-
moving the filtering strategy will undermine the
performance on all 4 datasets. We believe this is
because there exist some instances that can not be
described based on the pre-trained SDNet knowl-
edge. As a result, introducing filtering strategy can
effectively prevent the mistaken knowledge trans-
ferring to these instances.

5.5 Zero-shot NER with Manual Description

In this section, we adapt SDNet to zero-shot set-
ting, to investigate whether SDNet can achieve

Types w/o desp Artifact Few-shot

person 51.29 46.27 59.80
corporation 31.30 34.43 33.21
location 46.15 50.36 52.64
creative-work 12.29 14.38 27.69
group 19.93 24.45 24.10
product 19.10 23.08 23.63

Table 3: F1 score of each label in WNUT under zero-
shot setting. w/o desp is the model pre-trained without
description. Artifact is SDNet with manually designed
concept description based on guideline.

Text [Chris Hill]person was in [China]GPE [a few days ago]date.

Input1 { [EG] GPE: {state, country, city, democracy, republic,
community}; date: {}; } Chris Hill was in China ...

Output1 China is GPE. a few days ago is date.

Input2 { [EG] person: {politician, actor, lawyer}; organization:
{business, company}; } Chris Hill was in China ...

Output2 Chris Hill is person.

Table 4: Examples of the outputs of entity generation
process. SDNet is fine-tuned on OntoNotes and the
type description is automatically generated by SDNet
via mention describing.

promising zero-shot performance without any illus-
trative instances. To this end, we conduct an exper-
iment on WNUT by introducing manually created
concepts as type descriptions based on annotation
guideline, and the designed descriptions are shown
in Appendix. Then we compare with the baseline
without using type description, to see the effective-
ness of the descriptions and whether SDNet can
well-adapted to manually created descriptions.

From Table 3, we can see that SDNet can ben-
efit from manual description significantly. Com-
pared with SDNet without description, incorpo-
rating manual description can improve zero-shot
performance on the majority of types. Further-
more, SDNet with manual description on zero-shot
setting can achieve comparable performance with
few-shot settings in many entity types. This demon-
strates that type description is an effective way for
model to capture the semantic of novel types, which
verifies the intuition of SDNet.

5.6 Effect of Entity Generation Prompt

Table 4 shows that by putting different types and
its corresponding type descriptions to prompt, SD-
Net can generate different outputs according to the
prompt. This verifies that SDNet can be controlled
on-the-fly to generate different types of entities.
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6 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose Self-describing Networks,
a Seq2Seq generation model which can universally
describe mentions using concepts, automatically
map novel entity types to concepts, and adaptively
recognize entities on-demand. A large-scale SDNet
model is pre-trained to provide universal knowl-
edge for downstream NER tasks. Experiments on
8 datasets show that SDNet is effective and robust.
For future work, we will extend self-describing
mechanism to other NLP tasks like event extrac-
tion (Paolini et al., 2021; Lu et al., 2021) and com-
plex NER tasks like nested (Lin et al., 2019) or
discontinuous NER (Yan et al., 2021b).
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A Experimental Details

Pre-train Fine-tune

batch size 16 4
Learning rate 5e-5 1e-4

Optimizer AdamW AdamW
schedule - linear schedule

warmup rate - 6%

Table 5: Hyperparameter settings.

Detailed Hyperparameters SDNet is initialized
with T5-base. Table 5 shows the hyperparameters
of SDNet. When fine-tuning, we set the same hy-
perparameters for T5-base, T5-base-prompt and
T5-base-DS as for SDNet. For Bert-base, the learn-
ing rate is 2e-5 and batch size is 8.

Dataset Analysis Table 6 shows the statistics of
the dataset we use.

Manually Designed Type Descriptions Table 7
shows the manually designed type descriptions for
WNUT.

Dataset Domain #Types #Test

WNUT Social Media 6 1287
CoNLL News 4 3453

re3d Defense 10 200
Res Review 8 1521

Moive1 Review 12 1953
Movie2 Review 12 2443

I2B2 Medical 23 43697
Onto General 18 8262

Table 6: Statistics of 8 public datasets.

person writer, entrepreneur, association football player, actor,
businessperson, baseball player, politician

corporation digital media, website, organization, trademark,
entrepreneur, airline, social media

location port, park, city, country, road, province, state, mountain
creative-work television program, audiovisual work, album, release, film
group group, band, basketball team, football club, sports team

product medication, chemical compound, electronic game,
video game, smartphone model, chemical substance

Table 7: Manually designed concept descriptions in
WNUT.
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